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BRASS; 
Our brass products are made from solid brass. The Brass used 
is graded ‘C3604’, this is brushed and finishes with a clear 
coat lacquer to protect the finish

SMOKED BRONZE; 
Our Smoked Bronze finish is extremely unique, there isn’t 
another finish quiet like it on the market. This is made from 
the same C3604 Brass as our solid Brass products. This then 
follows a process where it is dipped in a chemical bath, 
baked dry and hand brushed to finish. This bring the Brass 
base material back through giving the finish a unique 
effect. 

STEEL; 
Our Steel finish is made from Stainless Steel. This is graded 
304 and is extremely durable, this is not lacquered due to 
the materials natural durability and consistency. 

BLACK; 
Our Black finish is unique as this is made from Anodised 
Aluminium. This means all Black products will be noticeably lighter 
than the rest, but this finish process gives a good consistent finish 
that completely coats the product. 

GUN METAL; 
Gun Metal is a finish that is done via  process called PVD. This is again, 
extremely durable and done over Stainless Steel, a naturally durable 
material. 

BURNT STEEL; 
Burnt Steel is another PVD finish done over Stainless Steel. Burnt Steel is a real 
standout, unique finish. Perfect for sales pitches and putting all eyes on B+P.

WELDERS BLACK; 
Welders Black is slightly different to our standard ‘Black’ finish. The products are 
slightly more matte in appearance, whereas the ‘Black’ products are slightly more 
gloss. Welders Black is another PVD Stainless Steel finish and is UV stable. 

PDV BRASS; 
PDV Brass is a unique B+P finish. Stainless steel is used as the base metal, a PVD 
coating is then applied to make the product look like Brass. This finish differs to the 
standard Brass products as it is a lot more dark in comparison. This finish is used 
when we have products used in wet environments – Cast, Shelving and Pet ranges


